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Isoroku Yamamoto's sleeping giant quotation is a film quote by the Japanese Admiral Isoroku Yamamoto regarding the
attack on Pearl Harbor by forces of Imperial Japan.

Today, there is another sleeping giant that is being awakenedâ€¦ that also needs to lay hold of a great resolve.
It is the Body of Christ! But how close is the Church to fulfilling its actual potential? Is the influence we are
exerting in the earth remotely close to what it could be? What about our serving and our giving? I believe that
God is leading us toward a great corporate awakening! This is not to under-estimate the significance of
leaders. Leaders play a huge role in teaching, inspiring, and modeling what it means to be a fully-activated,
fully-engaged believer. But consider these amazing statements by men of God in the last two centuries about
the tremendous role that ordinary believers will have in the last days: Mordecai Hamm the minister who led
Billy Graham to the Lord: It is the laymen that will reach the world. It is going to be a great revival of
Christianity, not a revival of religion. This is going to be a revival of true Christianity. It is going to rise from
the laymen, from men who are going about their work and putting God into what they do, from men who
believe in prayer, and who want to make God real to mankind. Those in the five-fold ministry will always
have their role as described in Ephesians 4: These spiritual leaders were never intended to do all the work of
the ministry, but rather, to equip the saints â€” every believer â€” to do the work of the ministry. Perhaps that
is why, on the day of Pentecost, when Peter spoke of the great outpouring of the Holy Spirit, he did not say
that God would pour out His Spirit on a few, select preachers, but upon all flesh. Notice how well this covers
the spectrum of humanity. The outpouring was not for one specific category, but for sons and for daughters,
for the young and the old. In the New Testament, though, we find a greater diversification of expressions that
are not simply for the preachers. Consider what Paul shared with the Roman believers: For example, every
believer can serve minister , but some people seem especially graced, gifted, and called to serve in ways that
are exceptional and beyond the norm. What would a church look like if all of its members or even a majority
were truly expressing the gifts and graces within them? What if all these energized believers expressed His
grace and gifts in their relationships both inside and outside the church? Imagine entire bodies of believers
gifted, graced, and overflowing in these areas: Prophecy â€” This is simply an inspired utterance that edifies,
encourages, or comforts another person. Teaching â€” We understand the five-fold gift of teacher, but what if
a multitude of graced believers would explain and expound to others the things they had learned from the
Word? Exhortation â€” A strong, persuasive urging that calls one to come near. Giving â€” We can all give
basic tithes and offerings, but some are graced and called to give above and beyond the norm. Those so gifted
will make significant contributions in underwriting Kingdom works. Leading â€” While there may be one
Senior Leader in a church, a church typically needs many who have leadership skills who can assist in
overseeing and directing various outreaches and ministries of that congregation. Mercy â€” Some seem
especially gifted to show compassion toward and to help the poor, the hurting, the struggling, and the afflicted.
Can you picture a massive army of believers who are flowing efficiently in these and other areas? By the way,
I think the above list is a representative sampling; not a comprehensive list of all the areas where believers can
be graced. May we, the Body of Christ, truly experience a great awakening!
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In most conflicts, there are a variety of neutral parties. That is, unless someone does something stupid or evil
enough to repulse them. Expect an Oh, Crap! There are two key points to look for before and after this trope
comes into play. There is an established conflict, of any sort, between any number of parties, with a prominent
neutral party that wishes to remain uninvolved. When the neutral party enters the conflict, it drastically alters
the balance of power. Sometimes an individual may be involved in the conflict but sees no reason go all out to
resolve it. Compare Sealed Badass in a Can , if the "sleeping" is in the character of an involuntary confinement
and someone breaks the prison. If the neutral party is actually smaller than the two fighting powers, but still
enough to alter the balance of power greatly, this overlaps with Kingmaker Scenario. Compare Bullying a
Dragon and Default to Good. A cult , a bunch of Ax-Crazy mafia goons, and a gang of delinquents were all
planning to attack the train, which also happened to be carrying three immortals, the wife and daughter of an
influential senator, and a surprisingly badass agent of The Daily Days. However, one of those mafia guys
made a huge mistake: Unfortunately for him, his would-be victim was Claire Stanfield, a nigh-unstoppable ,
Ax-Crazy Professional Killer and Torture Technician who did not appreciate someone murdering his mentor.
Carnage ensues as the Rail Tracer makes its merry, blood-soaked way up the length of the train. This alerts
them to his evil intentions several months before anyone else on earth suspected a thing, causing them to take
the Freedom, Archangel and Eternal out of storage, which all become instrumental in his defeat. As a matter of
fact, near the end of the series Kira himself says "If not for that attack, we probably would have gone along
with anything Durandal wanted. If a large scale military conflict ever erupted, they would show up and
decimate both sides. The idea is to discourage war by ensuring that everyone loses, and then to bring unity by
becoming the common enemy of all military powers. In One Piece , we learn that the second half of the Grand
Line, called the New World, is controlled by four pirates of immense power. These four are known as the
Yonkou, or Four Emperors, and that giving one of them grief is basically an act of suicide. But when the
World Government announces their intention to publicly execute one of his men, the world panics because
Whitebeard is A Father to His Men , and that the Government has basically declared war on a man who can
create earthquakes at will, with an armada of powerful pirate crews at his beck and call. Later on, Brook
succeeds in getting into the treasure room. Big Mom is so infuriated that she personally shows up to get him.
At the end of Princess Mononoke , Lady Eboshi decapitates the Shishigami, which nearly causes the
destruction of the entire forest and nearby town. Done twice in Fairy Tail , by the same person, in the same
story arc, and pretty much at the same time. While attempting to simultaneously capture Zeref and annihilate
Fairy Tail, Grimoire Heart, and specifically their leader Hades, manage to piss Zeref off to the point where he
stops doing his best to avoid all life forms and proceeds to track Hades down with the intent to kill him. This
comes dangerously close to happening in a later novel. After the tournament in Mahou Sensei Negima! What
makes it even sillier is that there was no actual benefit to attacking like this: While not so much neutral as
extremely lazy, Saitama of One-Punch Man is shown as largely uninterested in finer points of heroism, finding
it to be more of a casual hobby than a career. Anyone who does finally get his attention, however, tend to get
obliterated. Just ask Boros or the Sea King. Comic Books In the s X-Men comics, this happened to Magneto
when he tried to recruit the Stranger via intimidation. In the original Crisis on Infinite Earths , Darkseid is
somewhat of a example of this. In Renegade , the Batarian Hegemony did this to the Global Defense Initiative
by continuously supporting pirate and slaver raids into GDI territory in an effort to impede their colonization
efforts. GDI expressed their disapproval quite violently. In addition, Word of God is that the Scrin are
apparently trying to avoid doing this to the Reapers. Of course, the Giant was never really sleeping as much as
unaware there were other aliens besides the Scrin, given that they have MARVs in fringe colonies. In Child of
the Storm , there are several examples of this: The result is a much leaner, more up to date, and more effective
counter to HYDRA that plays a key role in its downfall, and as of the sequel, controls most of supernatural
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Britain, having the diminished Ministry largely at its mercy. HYDRA doing this again towards the finale
proves to be key to their downfall. With careful preparation, they manage to divide and conquer the Avengers
the Avengers plus a Reformed, but Not Tamed Loki , picking them off one by one, with only Clint and
Natasha escaping. And as the series repeatedly demonstrates, they take attacks to themselves or their friends
and family extremely personally. Asgard normally stays out of Earth politics, and indeed, politics of the
mortal universe at large. And then there was the incident with the Skrulls The losses sustained in that single
battle where more than anything the Dilgar had lost before in the entire war, and cost them the war. In What
About Witch Queen? However, the Royal Council of Arendelle fears that if Drachner will manage to take over
the entire Inner Sea region, Tampere will end up steamrolling them to stop this. In the backstory of Mass
Effect Human Revolution , the Moon colonists tried to take over Earth by carrying out guerilla superfighter
attacks and demanding the feuding supranational blocs of Earth cede control. All that did was make the
Earthnoids mad. In the My Little Pony: Equestria now knows the Changelings are real, considers them
extremely hostile, and begins a systematic attempt to uncover Changeling spies. Congratulations , Chrysalis,
on breaking the Masquerade. In Order In Chaos the Minbari are neutral to the war between the Centauri and
the Orieni, and immediately warn both sides of respecting their neutrality. The governments are only too
happy to obey, given they know just how more powerful the Minbari are Then a group of Centauri raiders
decide to try and make a quick buck by preying on Minbari shipping and steal technology to reverse-engineer,
and Orieni explorers seeking to find some alternate routes to Centauri space accidentally violate Minbari
territory. The governments find out only when couriers warn them that a Minbari fleet intruded a battle and
crushed both fleets at the same time , and then have to convince two other Minbari fleets they had no idea of
what had happened and they have no reason to flatten their homeworlds. The main premise of the fanfic Game
of Thrones: The proof is right there. He destroyed House Frey and killed the Spicers. Not only is he going to
wipe out Roose Bolton, but he will put your entire family to the sword He will do what Robb Stark failed to
do: The Equestrian Wind Mage: For most of Origin Story , Alex Harris â€” a Kryptonian trapped in the
Marvel Universe â€” is perfectly happy to keep her head down and not get involved in the "civil war" going
on across the US between the superheroes. In fact, she only takes a side, finally, because she gets fed up with
the fascistic pro-registration side constantly refusing to leave her and her partner Louise alone. When Ashley
Massaro who had been shamelessly throwing herself at him, trying to get a date with him tried to take out his
girlfriend, new Diva Kennedi Korklan, Edge firmly threw his weight behind the Divas, helping them become
the Diva Army and bringing in Jazz to whip them into shape to fight DEAR. The multiversal Storm Empire
adheres to Pragmatic Villainy for this exact reason: As such they stick to their own worlds they conquered and
avoid actions that may tick off forces stronger than themselves. Guardians, Wizards, and Kung-Fu Fighters:
Archduchess Galiene Sebille was happily retried in an out of the way island Film Godzilla , frequently and
literally. Godzilla atomic bomb testing awaken and irradiate a massive marine reptile, named Godzilla by Odo
Island mythology, and spur it to attack Tokyo. Rodan deep coal mining operations open up a hollow cavity
filled with giant insects and the eggs of two massive pterosaurs they prey on them. Godzilla atomic bomb
testings in the s rouse a massive marine reptile, but he goes dormant for decades. When a male and female of a
rival giant species awaken however, Godzilla reawakens and goes on the attack. The United States as per the
final voice over of the trope quote in Tora! Maybe Yamamoto never said it â€” but he should have, and as
noted in the Real Life section below , he did at least hold similar sentiments. Gant is infiltrating the Soviet
Union as a common smuggler, in the hope that this will attract less attention from the KGB. But if you awaken
it Alderaan had the reputation of being a peace-loving world that had submitted to the rule of law of the
Empire, seeing it destroyed despite all that told other worlds they had nothing to lose by joining the Alliance,
as the Empire would probably destroy them anyway. The Lord of the Rings: Other examples from the trilogy
are the Dwarves of Erebor whom Sauron turns into enemies with his Faux Affably Evil messenger and the
Rohirrim whom Saruman almost had reduced to political paralysis until Gandalf revealed The Man Behind the
Curtain. Later on, as conflict builds between Manticore and the Solarian League, it becomes obvious that the
League, though huge, is no longer the military powerhouse it used to be: Book 19, though, shows that the
League is not yet down for the count and is not above violating its own laws such as the Eridani Edict
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prohibiting Orbital Bombardment or the Deneb Accords prohibiting shooting at disabled ships or escape pods
to ensure its own survival. The League basically embarks on a campaign of terror and intimidation to force
systems to stay in, despite the constitution permitting secession. The Culture , from the Iain M. From Use of
Weapons: Someone phrased it as "The first rule of dealing with The Culture is that you do not fuck with The
Culture. The second rule of dealing with The Culture is that you do not fuck with The Culture. Banks is fond
of this trope. He has some very long-term plans in operation, but mostly he just sits there, confusing enemies
and allies alike with his apparent inactivity. Then a cult kidnaps his son to either use him for or blackmail his
father into working with their occult plans. The father arrives and dismantles the entire cult, dashing their last
chance to carry out their scheme in the process and finishing with a jaded " Break Them by Talking ". By
introducing late 20th century technology and ideas in early 17th century Europe the time traveling Americans
of have awoken the interest of the Ottoman Empire: Used in the books to explain why the various supernatural
factions maintain the Masquerade despite their outward contempt of ordinary humanity: Bringing mortal
authority around into a supernatural argument is compared to the nuclear option. Still, the big example of this
having happened is the tale of how the Black Court of vampires used to be incredibly powerful with many
members, until the White Court vampires arranged the publication of Dracula , making all their weaknesses
public knowledge. In Harry Potter , the motto of Hogwarts school is "never tickle a sleeping dragon" and
would appear to be the wizarding equivalent of this saying. It turns out not to refer to Hogwarts itself as a
superpower, but rather the fact that to attack Hogwarts is to put in danger nearly every wizarding child age 11
to
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Dorsey talked about awakening the sleeping giant? He's awake all right, now, and Baker Mayfield is the alarm clock.
Browns fans saw the team's first division win in Cleveland since the

Awakening the Sleeping Giant Holy hand wringing Batman! These are troubling times for the Kingdom!
When we see the terrible state of the union, many of us chalk it up to a predestined, prophetic, end times,
spiritual malaise that we can do nothing about. Times are going to get worse and worse, and the love of many
will grow cold. I read lots of articles calling the church to holy hand-wringing. But God calls us to a lifestyle
of service with a singular purposeâ€¦model Jesus and always be ready to give an answer for the hope within
us. In the grand scheme of spiritual maturity, Milestone Four is the serving phase. When a believer submits
himself to Jesus, the lights go on, and he comes to see himself as a servant. It is not enough to just come on
Sunday to sit and soak and sing and satisfy our own needs! At some point you must reach a level of maturity
where you begin giving back. An evidence of maturity is that we move from selfish to selfless, from my needs
to their needs, from building myself up to building others up. Every member of the body of Christ is meant to
become a minister. If it ever wakes up, it will be unstoppable. Each Sunday, church pews are filled with
members who are doing nothing with their faith except keeping it. There is simply no doubt that if all church
members were as active as Christ calls us to be, the church would be unstoppable. Instead of lamenting all the
bad things that are going on in our culture, the church would transform our culture. They will never grow up.
Most evangelical churches believe in the concept that every member is a minister. Many even give it a major
emphasis in their preaching and teaching. Still, most members do nothing but attend. If only 10 percent of
your church does most of the work, you have nine entire churches your size sitting on the sidelines each week.
Fully engaged, the ministry potential of your church is mind-boggling! So how do we engage the untapped
40? Where do we start? A few years ago, I met with a missionary for breakfast. It was our first meeting and I
was curious to know what he was all about. Tim is a passionate missionary to Muslims. After we had eaten a
hearty meal, we began to talk about ministry. We were deep in conversation when a curious thing happened. It
is something I do every day, no matter where I am! I am praying that God will raise up laborers to reach the
Muslim world! He placed his hands out in front of him, palms up, with eyes open, looking up, hands out front
as if to receive the blessings of answered prayer, and prayed the prayer. When he was finished, he raised his
hands to his head as if wiping the blessings of God onto his face. And the way he prayed was as interesting as
the prayer! What a great practice! Can you imagine if the prayer went viral in your church? Every leader,
every day at Imagine yourself in a meeting, and at exactly And because of it one man was able to ask the
whole meeting, 25 folks, to join him in prayer! The awareness and passion for ministry in your church would
take on a heightened priority! We would begin to see our prayers for laborers answered! Two of my favorite
prayer meetings are in the book of Acts. The first one is 4: When was the last time you attended a prayer
meeting that was shaking the rafters! But more impressive is the result; once they had prayed, they went out
and did the work! They spoke the word with boldness. The Second prayer meeting is Acts It is the one means
of awakening the sleeping giant in the church. It is the one thing that brings revival. I suggest, brethren that we
pray the Lord of the Harvest to send forth laborers into the field. My watch sign is going to be Why not set
your alarm right now and synchronize it with mine for the prayer?
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They learn that every year, at the end of the harvest, Snorlax comes to clear out the roots from the local crops.
This arrangement works out well for both sides: Snorlax gets to eat its fill of tasty roots, and the townspeople
get their fields plowed in the process. Our heroes go to the palace in an attempt to retrieve it, but the princess
refusesâ€”at least until she notices Pikachu. Clemont declares Ash the winner, but Allie still refuses to give
them the flute! This makes Clemont angry, and he delivers quite a speech telling the princess exactly what he
thinks of her. His scolding seems to backfire, because Allie decides that our heroes can have the fluteâ€”as
long as she gets to keep Clemont! Lord Shabboneau is just about to start his performance to kick off the
Harvest Festival when the flute is suddenly snatched from his hands by Team Rocket! Jessie, James, and
Meowth think they can use the flute to control Snorlax. What actually happens is that when Jessie tries to play
it, a horrible screeching noise emerges, and Snorlax wakes up in a really bad mood. The Harvest Festival is a
huge success, Snorlax is awake and happy and headed home, and our heroes get ready to say their goodbyes.
Plot Ash and his friends arrive at Camphrier Town only to be blasted by a terrible, loud noise. The noise soon
stops, and when Clemont asks a townsperson, she tells the group to follow her. The woman leads them to a
Snorlax sleeping in the middle of the town, and reveals that the noise was Snorlax snoring. By digging up the
roots, Snorlax cultivates the fields and makes the good crops grow. Every year, once Snorlax has dug up the
roots, a festival takes place out of gratitude. This year, however, the towns people made all the preparations
needed for the festival, but because Snorlax was not given the cue to return to the mountains he remains
immobile in the town. As the loud snores continue, Clemont decides to fix the situation with another
invention, an forceful alarm clock usually used for waking up Bonnie , but instead of waking up Snorlax, the
machine explodes. As the towns people worry about their town, Ash is more concerned with Snorlax, not
wanting it to be made the bad guy. The woman tells them that several towns people have already went to
Shabboneau Castle to ask the lord to play, but were unsuccessful. Ash decides that he will go. At the castle,
Ash and his friends are led to Lord Shabboneau. When they give their request, but the lord only offers excuses
as to why he cannot. At the recommendation of his butler, however, the lord truthfully tells the group that the
flute was taken from him by Princess Allie of Parfum Palace. Later, Ash and his friends are momentarily
stunned by the beauty of Parfum Palace, but are interrupted by an incoming Furfrou. Preceded by maids,
Princess Allie comes to the scene and not only blatantly refuses to return the flute, but also attempts to take
Pikachu as a "family heirloom. Princess Allie has Furfrou taken off the field to be newly groomed, leaving
Ash confused as to the outcome of the battle. Princess Allie forfeits, not wanting her Furfrou to battle while
not looking beautiful, and Clemont declares Ash the winner. Ash and his friends run into town, brandishing
the flute, where the town is ready for the festival. But before Lord Shabboneau can start playing, the flute is
snatched out of his hand by Team Rocket. Snorlax eats their offerings, and the towns people rejoice. At the
end of the day, Snorlax returns happily to the mountains. The four watch the fireworks overhead, and their
journey continues. Major events For a list of all major events in the anime, please see the timeline of events.
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archeological sites, caving and birding to name a few. This is one property you may have a hard time parting with.

Burning ships at Pearl Harbor. Facebook Twitter It is a fact that the attack on Pearl Harbor is amongst the
darkest pages in the history of the United States. It was the moment when the country lost almost the entire
pacific fleet anchored at Pearl Harbor. There is absolutely no medium that could allow you to comprehend
what went down there in the early hours of December 7th. We can, though, paint a mere picture of the
devastating time that changed the course of history in America. Unlike what people think, before WWII the
US and Japan had signed a commercial treaty that led them to have a prolific trade for a few years. However,
the increasingly aggressive nature of Japanese foreign policy was becoming a matter of concern for the US,
eventually leading to the lapse in the trading relationship between the two nations in Consequently, the
Japanese had signed a pact with Italy and Germany which further lead to the belief where the loyalty of the
Japanese were beginning to lie. It was obvious where Japan could get an equally good supply of the required
products from â€” the South East Asian countries. However, there is another problem and Japanese knew it
better than anyone else â€” an attempt to invade this part of the world could end up in a war with America
itself. It had to come up with a plan that could stop the US from hindering their way to conquer the
much-needed resources to win the war in China. What went into their favor was the fact that the entrance to
Kagoshima Bay in Japan was almost identical to the one in Pearl Harbor. Japan took almost a year to simulate
their attack on Pearl Harbor as it was their best chance to turn the tables in the ongoing war with China. Get
America out of the equation, and conquer the oil and mineral hubs of Asia â€” it was their chance, to win the
wars! Composition of the attack The attack on Pearl Harbor was divided into three separate waves. Each wave
was assigned with a separate task: They wanted to get the job done as swiftly as possible. The question was
how to get this massive fleet of planes to Pearl Harbor undetected? Well, Japan had all that planned for and
executed their strategy with extreme professionalism. What they did was just before entering the range of
American radars, was that all the planes went to a very low altitude and continued their flight just above the
sea level. However, when close to the harbor, radar captured the Japanese activity close to the Oahu, and
reported it. Unfortunately, it was ignored thinking a fleet this large, especially with the security measures
intact, was not a possibility. Only if it were not mistaken for a flock of birds, the history of the entire
American involvement in WW2 would have been different. Japanese fleet getting ready Disaster strikes at
Pearl Harbor Photograph taken from a Japanese plane during the torpedo attack on ships moored on both sides
of Ford Island. It was a fine morning on the Island of Hawaii where people were going by their days as per
routine. Little did anyone know that the day â€” December 7th, was far different from just another day. Little
did they know what the fate awaited them. The route taken by the fleet took them past the eastern side of the
island from where it moved in. The combination of high-altitude bombers, dive-bombers and torpedoes made
sure that none of the major or minor military targets were left intact. Wave after wave, most of the American
naval power in the harbor was destroyed, apart from the aircraft carriers, which were, by chance out at sea.
The Naval base at Pearl Harbor was no more. However, the Japanese did not launch their third strike which
left the oil storage tanks intact. Having lost most of the Pacific Fleet, over two thousand soldiers, twenty naval
vessels, and several airplanes, it was time that the US went into action. However, after the apparently
successful attack, there was something that Isoroku Yamamoto saw which no one else did.
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His facial profile and barrel chest are a portrait of his slumber, as he reigns over the vibrant green valleys
below. As if cast under the spell of snoozing servitude, his domain and minions personify the tranquility of a
dream, living in concert with the magical terrain. Nestled in an expanse of lush rainforest, the lodge appeals to
travelers who want to be immersed in jungle surroundings while still enjoying the comforts of home. Located
30 minutes from Belmopan off the picturesque Hummingbird Highway , the drive is a slideshow of verdant
mountains, quaint villages, pastures dotted with white Brahman cattle and countless orange groves. As if on
cue, the moment we arrive at our weekend escape, we are greeted by the unmistakable growl of Howler
monkeys from treetops high above. The lovely Amalia welcomes us to the open-air reception lounge, and after
formalities, she leads us to their treetop restaurant where we are offered our choice of refreshing lemongrass
iced tea or a cold Belikin beer. After working up a mighty thirst from a few hours behind the wheel, that beer
tasted mighty fine I must say! The stunning views from the restaurant are complete with our giant in repose
and vast jungle landscapes. With a glimpse of the shimmering swimming pool below, and the mountain top
gazebo that is pointed out to us from behind, we determine that both are high on our must-do list. Sleeping
Giant Rainforest Lodge has a variety of accommodations to choose from. Designed to meet your individual
needs, their Garden Rooms and Spanish Casitas have outdoor living spaces and amazing bathrooms with
outdoor tubs. Our Garden Rooms are warm and inviting, with mahogany furnishings, high ceilings, AC,
ceiling fans, king sized bed, comfy sitting area, a huge bathroom with an outdoor tub, a mini-fridge and the
oh-so-important coffee maker! Attached to our cottage is a lovely porch, complete with seating and a
hammock alongside a cheerful stream. My first thought, maybe this sleeping giant is on to something? Looks
like the ideal spot for a delicious nap! Here you can disconnect from the real world as little or as much as you
want. Without TV and WiFi in the rooms, your focus is on the sounds of the babbling brooks that lace the
property, the orchestra of busy bird songs and the gorgeous foliage that pops with every color imaginable. If
you prefer to stay connected, WiFi is available at their treetop restaurant, the reception lounge and around their
gorgeous pool with hot tub. Although Sleeping Giant Rainforest Lodge offers a variety of adventures in the
vicinity, from cave tubing, ziplining, Maya archeological sites, caving and birding to name a few. This is one
property you may have a hard time parting with. One can easily spend half a day just exploring the many paths
that ribbon through their beautifully landscaped acreage. Just a three-minute walk to the Sibun River, there are
kayaks and paddleboards to enjoy, or bicycles are available for exploring the jungle area too. How about a
minute hike to the mountain top gazebo for breathless views of the valley? For those whose idea of adventure
is serious time by the pool, the surrounding vistas are stunning as you languish with a tasty margarita
delivered to you by their super friendly wait staff, or maybe some pampering is called for with a spa
treatment? Sleeping Giant Rainforest Lodge not only welcomes guests from abroad, but invites Belizeans to
enjoy their properties as well. As guests, you are assured the continuity of standards this group holds high for
each property.
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Scoring margins in the first five Browns games: In the three games they lost or tied, they had the ball in
opposing territory in the last minute of the fourth quarter with a chance to win. You might remember back in
April, when I covered the Browns draft in Cleveland and met a two-decade season-ticket-holder named Dan
Adams. At the last moment, he relented and bought the tickets again, for one last time he said. I called Dan
Adams on Sunday night. Think how incredible that is. The Cavs are great, and God bless LeBron. But there is
nothing like this place when the Browns are winningâ€”70, people just going nuts for their team. Mike
Mayock, for instance, had Mayfield as his fourth-rated passer, and thought pass-rusher Bradley Chubb was a
surer choice than Ward. But Dorsey was almost fierce in his regard for both picks. And he made this
declaration: I have no doubt. But they tied Pittsburgh when their kicker had a field goal blocked with 13
seconds left in overtime, they lost to the Saints when their kicker missed two field goals and a PAT in the
fourth quarter, and they lost to Oakland when a dubious replay reversal gave the Raiders life in the final
minute. In the last two weeks, the loss at Oakland and the win over Baltimore, I spent most of the second half
and overtimes lasered on the Browns. Dorsey talked about awakening the sleeping giant? Getty Images The
Lead: You gotta keep doing that for this football team. Browns had second-and at their 5, and their four
previous plays had gone for zero, zero, zero and minus Mayfield, in the shotgun, took the snap at the goal line,
and pressure forced him back to four yards deep in the end zone. Here came Terrell Suggs of the Ravens,
rushing from the right and making a strategic error: Instead of penning in Mayfield, Suggs tried to get to him
from the middle, forcing the quarterback out to the offensive left side. No Raven was there. So Mayfield took
13 easy yards. Three Baltimore rushers surrounded Mayfield in the pocket, but he leaked out to the right, and a
total unknown, undrafted wideout Derrick Willies , playing only because of an injury, had a step on his man
on a crossing route. Mayfield led the charge, and he got some defensive help from Ward. This would have just
been another dispiriting loss. With three interceptions now, Ward has been just the clinging, physical corner
defensive coordinator Gregg Williams wanted. But I was just trying to state the truth and wake some guys up.
I love football, and I just hate to lose. The GM loves this firebrand wideout because of the example he sets and
the ethos he brings to practice and games. Dorsey smiled at Landry. He became the only player in the Super
Bowl era 52 years to start a season with five yard receiving games. He deflected most everything about that
after leaving Philadelphia with what he really wanted, a victory, some slight revenge for the NFC
Championship drubbing nine months ago. It was low, with a side spin. It had a nasty spin on it and when I saw
it coming at me I just wanted to make sure I could just knock it down then jump on it. They were trying to pull
my hair. Good thing I got my hair cut. It was not fun under there. His 47 receptions in five games leads the
NFL. The Eagles have lost by two, three and six points. The problem, though, is time. The Eagles have to go
to the Meadowlands on Thursday night to face the struggling and enigmatic Giants, and then they have the
similarly enigmatic Panthers at home, and then a game in London against the Jaguars. Not much time,
particularly this week, to get right on offense and in the secondary, which are major issues. In his last nine
games last season before getting hurt, Wentz and the Eagles went and averaged It should come around. The
secondary is a worry, particularly with all the resources GM Howie Roseman added. The Eagles allowed a
stingy opposing QB rating of Graham Gano is Three points about this kick: On this kick, my first thought
when it left my foot was, That felt good. Except for Jason Garrett. If the Rams go for it and fail, Seattle needs
15 yards to be in breezy field-goal range for the winning kick. If the Rams punt, they could likely pin the
Seahawks around their yard line. On the bus to the airport Sunday evening, McVay explained the call to go for
it thusly: Our offensive linemen had the confidence to be able to get those six inches. I thought Jared [Goff]
did an excellent job of mixing up his cadence a little bit, and I felt like he could catch them off guard. We want
to go for the win in that situation. Getting six inches to close it out was something that we felt the percentages
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were in our favor. Check out Intelligent Football lower in the column. Brees Quiz 20 You might have heard
this: Drew Brees needs passing yards to become the most prolific passer in NFL history. So you knew that.
But how up on Brees trivia are you? Ten questions and a bonus, with answers below in No. Growing up in
Texas, Brees never played tackle football until junior high school. Brees received only two Division I
scholarship offers after going as a high school quarterback in Austin. He chose Purdue over which school?
Brees was third in Heisman voting in Which players were that year? Whom did Brees relieve that day at
quarterback? Brees won his first four NFL starts with the Chargers. Name one of the quarterbacks he
beatâ€”the vanquished quarterbacks in any of his first three starts. We got wired for a walk-and-talk interview
in Audubon Park, and as we walked his dog, the dog took a massive dump that Brees insisted he pick up
himself. Which former Saints teammate and his wife rewrote their will to cede the control and upbringing of
their children if they died to Drew and Brittany Brees? Brees wears number 9 because of his respect for which
former athlete in another sport? In Super Bowl 44, the Saints trailed the Colts with six minutes left in the
game. Brees threw his second touchdown pass of the game to put New Orleans ahead for good. Who caught
the pass? What I Learned Jake Butt, 23, worked his way back from his second ACL tear on his last play as a
collegian to start the first three games of this season for Denver. Then, two weeks ago in practice, he suffered
a third ACL tear, ending a second straight season. What all this misfortune has taught him? I felt sorry for
myself for about 20 minutes, and then I realized how unproductive it was. My mom was crying, my brother
was crying. What are my options? I was a really skinny kid coming out of high school. I was a good tight end
but I was skinny. I had some big-time offers but a kid from Columbus, Ohio, â€¦ Ohio State never offered me.
I remember that pissed me off and still does to this day a little bit, you know? That was great motivation for
me. Why even draft this guy? Why take a flyer? I save things like that. I make an imprint in my memory. How
much I really, really love this game. I know the surgery and how this is going to go. So I fully expect to be out
there next year. I remember we had asked if he was gonna sue the hospital or sue the doctor. He said
absolutely not. Ends up going on to return kicks for his team that following year â€¦ with the prosthetic leg.
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Chapter 8 : Tukong Moosul Martial Arts | Awaken the Sleeping Giant Within
The concept of "awakening a sleeping giant" may have originated in the Indian epic Ramayana with the giant demon
Kumbhakarana being the Ur-Example. Kumbhakarana was an immensely powerful asura who through a case of That
Came Out Wrong got a boon of being able to sleep for six months, waking only to eat.

Awakening the Sleeping Giant! Battle in Parfum Palace!! Episode Plot The heroes arrive to Camphrier Town.
Serena reads "one can taste the ages" in the town. Bonnie wonders what that means, so Clemont explains it has
old buildings. Suddenly, they hear a loud noise, which after a while stops. They ask a woman what that noise
was, so she unplugs her ears and shows a sleeping Snorlax, who snores. The heroes wonder why Snorlax is in
a place like this, so the woman explains Snorlax is useful for the town, eats away the crops every season, but
this improves the crops, making them bigger and better. Each year, a festival is made to honor this event.
However, Snorlax has not woken up, as the Shabboneau Lord will not come to the festival for some reason.
He turns the alarm, meant to wake Bonnie up in the mornings, and maximizes its volume. However, both the
alarm and Snorlax are too loud. The alarm explodes, though Snorlax remains asleep. They already hear
villages talking they cannot sleep and want Joy or Jenny to intervene. Ash promises to get the Flute. They are
at the Castle and Ash yells to get attention. The butler arrives and asks why they are here. Ash replies they
came with an urgent message, so the butler lets them in. They meet with Lord Shabboneau. The heroes ask
him to play the flute or at least to borrow it, but the lord replies he developed a phobia to the flute. The butler
asks the lord to be honest with the children, since they came far. The lord speaks the truth that the flute was
taken away from him: Princess Allie from Parfum Palace came one day and liked the Flute, then took off with
it. Ash promises to retrieve the flute back and asks the lord to be at the festival. The lord is pleased, while the
heroes move out. Team Rocket, who are in a suit of armor, have overheard this. The heroes arrive to Parfum
Palace and Bonnie finds a hole in the bush wall to pass through. The heroes are amazed at the layout of the
garden, but are interrupted by a Furfrou. A girl with her servants appears, telling Furfrou not to eat trash
meaning the heroes as trash. The heroes ask Allie to give the Flute, but she replies what she takes is her own
and replies if the citizens are bothered by Snorlax, they can move away. Ash is displeased, while Allie looks
Pikachu and examines it. She takes Pikachu away, but Ash takes him back. She offers Ash a fortune in
exchange for Pikachu, but Ash refuses. Allie has an idea: Ash is shocked, but decides to do it, since Pikachu is
willing to. They are on the battle field. Pikachu starts with Quick Attack, but Furfrou jumps and hits Pikachu
with its paw. Pikachu is hit and looks at Allie, who stares at him. Pikachu uses Iron Tail, but Furfrou blocks
the attack by biting. The attacks clash, while Pikachu immediately uses Thunderbolt, hitting Furfrou. Ash asks
for the Flute, but Allie denies, making Ash and Pikachu furious. Serena and Bonnie protest, though Allie
mocks them, telling she can do as she wants. Clemont comes to Allie and lets her know Ash bet Pikachu, his
partner, to win the Flute. Serena and Bonnie think Clemont said too much, while Allie interprets this as
Clemont is into her. Allie changes her mind: Bonnie and Serena whisper, then confirm she can have Clemont,
who is already shocked. The heroes bid farewell to "the lovebirds" and move back to wake Snorlax up. The
Lord begs them not to play the flute, but Jessie plays it - badly. Snorlax wakes up, but is furious by being
woken up by that terrible sound. Ash takes the Flute and gives it to the Lord, who plays the flute. Snorlax is
pleased by the sound and starts eating berries. Snorlax eats the food and bids farewell to the villagers, then sets
off to the mountains. The heroes are pleased they solved this, but are reminded about Clemont. Clemont
comes back in his underwear, since he managed to escape. Allie visits Clemont to tell him the fireworks are
starting, but is shocked to see a dummy. She considers Clemont a jerk and attacks the dummy, which
explodes. The heroes watch these fireworks as they continue the journey.
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Chapter 9 : Attack on Pearl Harbor - Awakening The Sleeping Giant
It has been quite amazingâ€”and very soberingâ€”to observe. The Lord has given Answers in Genesis a special part in
a wake-up call to what I call a "sleeping giant" in America.

They express the importance of improving outcomes in schools, and nurturing beginning teachers into teacher
leaders from preservice preparation programs through their transformation into veteran teachers. The authors
also highlight the importance of ongoing support for veteran teacher leaders. As a mentor teacher, I have
personally witnessed the impact of a robust mentoring program on beginning teachers. We must also offer
realistic opportunities for teachers to take on leadership roles; this helps to retain both beginning teachers and
accomplished teachers, which ultimately impacts student learning. Unfortunately, as some of us have
experienced, current pathways to leadership typically require teachers to leave the classroom, disconnecting
them from the students they love to serve. This inevitably results in some of our most experienced,
knowledgeable professionals facing a dilemma: I was faced with this decision before becoming a mentor
teacher. However, teachers do not need to choose between students and leadership roles. I am grateful that my
district allowed me to become one of those hybrid teachers. With this in mind, we have to embed time within
the school day for teacher leadership; this will ensure more equitable access to leadership positions as they are
no longer reserved for those who can commit to time outside of the contracted workday. This, however,
requires a cultural shift in the way schools operate at a systemic level. One of the most basic ways to support
teachers is through mentoring and through more flexible working conditions; this would create time for
teacher innovation and reflection. Just like we create caring relationships with our students, all teachers need
to be nurtured and supported. I recently sat down with one of my very own sleeping giants. I was her mentor
teacher 3 years ago. This mentorship turned into a beautiful friendship and an unbreakable bond. Talli is going
on her 4th year as a classroom teacher. I wanted to know how she defied all the odds are we doing enough to
awaken this beginning teacher? I also wanted to know what keeps her teaching and what advice she would
give to other beginning teachers. Meet Talliâ€¦in her own wordsâ€” Talli, why did you become a teacher? At a
young age, I knew that I wanted to do something that would give me an important purpose in life, something
that would make me feel like I mattered and made a difference. It has been an amazing adventure ever since.
My first year of teaching was a major challenge almost every day. It took me months of trial and error before I
realized that it was my lack of consistency as an educator for my failure. I learned that every child can learn
but it was up to me to figure out how to teach them. In the end, I probably learned more than they did. I stayed
because people like you and others told me it would get better and how we all have had these same
experiences. Do you feel like your pre-service training adequately prepared you for life in the classroom? The
biggest challenge is probably making sure that I am reaching every child, every day and having the necessary
tools to do so. While that may seem like an impossible goal to reach, it is my goal, nonetheless. They are
learned by stepping into the classroom and going for it. You are a beginning teacher who took part in
mentoring and now you are approaching your 4th year. Research says that this is the time when many
beginning teachers begin to make some tough choices about remaining in the profession. Why have you
stayed? Yes, I am going into my 4th year as a teacher and being a part of the mentoring program was a
life-saver! You saved me almost every day of the week! You and the other mentors help me navigate. I
listened to your wisdom and soaked up every word. You are a big part of my professional AND my personal
life. Is there anything principals, school districts or even veteran teachers should be doing or can do to help
beginning teachers stay in the profession? In other words, what more should be done to help first year teachers
stay in our profession? As a profession, what should we be doing? Are we doing enough? Constant
communication and constant support really is key. Without that, along with my love of public education, I
would not have survived my first year. There are always things that can be done better. I have been very lucky
to have such supportive friends and highly knowledgeable administration on this campus. Do you feel like you
are making an impact in this profession and your voice is being heard? I have had my moments of doubting
the importance of my opinion in this district. However, it is key to communicate those doubts to the right
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people rather than just the teacher next door. While being able to express and share with friends, discussing
your opinion with the right people that can really help with any issues is what matters. We all have an
important voice. It just needs to be heard by the right people. What advice would you give beginning teachers
just coming into the profession? If I could give any advice to a new teacher, it would be to be consistent with
your expectations and develop a trusting relationship with each and every one of your students. Let them learn
who you are and learn to see them for their differences as well as their similarities. Laugh with your students.
Learn with your students. Admit fault when you need to. Humor and Humility are very important character
traits to have when teaching middle school students. As we pack up for the summer, and reflect on the current
school year, think about the impact you may have made on the life of a new teacher. You may be the very
reason why a teacher decides to return next year. We contribute to each aspect of society and our influence
touches all lives! Never forget how much you are needed and appreciated.
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